I feel terrible. Saturn is hitting my Mars.
People often talk about their transits this way, as though it’s one planet
hitting another. Hit is a negative term, loosely suggesting violence in the heavens.
To get beyond hit lingo, it helps to know a little mythology. Saturn is an old man.
He doesn’t dash around “hitting” warriors. A testosterone-fueled Mars might hit,
but an old man like Saturn has to be more strategic. He blocks, frustrates, denies,
and mostly, allows others to do themselves in with their own choices. He’s the
master of karmic consequence.
The more insightful the verb you choose to describe a planet’s action, the
more strategic and creative you can be with the energy of the time. Your language
conditions your response. What can you do with a “hit” but feel victimized and
want to run away? “Hits” come from archetypes we don’t know very well, the kind
that jump out of nowhere and take us by surprise.
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That’s why it’s useful to personify the planets. Pretending they’re gods
who behave like humans is a cognitive shortcut.
The right brain knows how to read people—quickly and wordlessly. It’s got
relational smarts. It sizes up personalities and predicts behavior. Its language is
imaginative and colorful. We love gossip and people-watching. We’re innately
intrigued by the characters we meet. We don’t need to read books about our
acquaintances in order to understand them. Typically our intuition of people is
instant—and ongoing. The longer we know someone, the more observations we
store. This learning is effortless, automatic, and largely unconscious.
You can use this same social intelligence to understand your planets. As
you tune into their qualities, you learn what to expect from them—although, just
as it is with people, it’s hard to predict exactly what an archetype will do ahead of
time.
And you don’t need to. That’s just a guessing game played by an anxious
mind, which tends to think in black and white instead of color. The worried or
hopeful mind wants to know what’s going to happen. It can only think of transits
as good or bad events hiding in the bushes of the future. A more useful way to
think about transits is as energy that’s becoming available. How do you want to
use it?

Mastery starts with making the archetypal connections. Following are
previews for Jupiter and Saturn.
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Societal Planets

These two can advance or hinder your position in society.
One brings good luck and opportunity—the other, hard work and
responsibility. You need both if you want to succeed.
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Meet Jupiter

opportunity, luck, expansion, higher perspectives
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I’m your buoyancy and
optimism.

Jupiter Thoughts

I bring good fortune.

I can inspire you. I can take you

I’m the inspiring vista, the

to new worlds. I say, think big.

airplane view, the higher
perspective on life that you

Or I can just take you away.

reach when you listen to

We sky gods do get carried

your higher mind.

away with ourselves.
I’m your “bounce back”

I’m a gas giant. I’m

after a fall.

spacious. I inflate and
exaggerate.

It’s a big world. When you
You may have had a

think of me, think

significant—spiritual or

“Adventure!”

world-opening—experience
with me when you were 12.
That was the year of your
first Jupiter return.

What inflates, eventually
deflates; or, what goes up,
must come down. I am a

I’m your innate desire

clue to the way you handle

for wisdom. I’m your

disappointment.

spiritual teacher.

If lucky Jupiter transits could guarantee lottery wins,
then around the world, astrologers would be winning
the lottery. How does your luck really come to you?
My element and mode are clues.
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My Jupiter Sign

Element

Mode

scholars, gypsies, travelers,
teachers, judges, monks,
missionaries, attorneys;
religion, law, higher
education, philosophy,
publishing, marketing;
horses, passports, elephants
Jupiter Self-Inquiry
•

How is having Jupiter in this element true for you? Growth and success tend to
come through Jupiter's element. Once you've identified one way, think of
another. Now consider Jupiter's mode. How do you express this? After you've
identified one way, think of another.

•

Jupiter’s blessings usually aren't hidden. Everyone sees them except the one who
has them. We take our Jupiter blessings for granted. Because they come so easily
to us, we figure it's the same for everyone. But here's a secret: blessings, when
counted, increase. Count at least three of your Jupiter blessings.

•

Consider the house where your Jupiter appears. In some way you've been lucky
in this house. Acknowledge the blessings.

•

Does lucky Jupiter support any other planets in your chart? Look for benefits
from any conjunctions, sextiles, or trines from Jupiter. Find at least one example
of how each has manifested for you.

•

Does Jupiter challenge any planets in your chart? Jupiter can encourage the
weaknesses of planets it opposes or squares. It can exaggerate and inflate these
planets. Thinking back to your childhood, find a significant trait or event that fits
each hard aspect from Jupiter.

•

With soft eyes and a quiet mind, contemplate Jupiter and his position in your
chart. Something—an insight, a question, a picture—may come to you. If so,
record that in your journal.
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Meet Saturn

focus, responsibility, hard work
loneliness, limits, inadequacy, suffering
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Saturn Thoughts
I’m the one who’s always
judging you.
Your “father” lineage comes
through me.
What have you learned
from my limits and
losses?
I am the voice of your fears.

I delay gratification. What
Investigate my

you build with my influence

element/mode to locate early

seems to go slowly, but it

inhibitions, inadequacies,

I am in your

and insecurities.

depressions and

will endure.

your self-discipline.
In later years, my

My values may be

element/mode indicate

I engineer your

your special repertoire of

lessons—some call

mastery.

this karma. I call

conventional—but they
guarantee a solid life.

it learning to face
reality.

If you have goals, I help
you succeed; if you’re

You’ve heard my praise or reprimands from

aimless, I weigh you down.

important authority figures—your parents,
teachers, bosses.

I can make you feel bad about yourself.
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My Saturn Sign

Element

Mode

authority, success;
sorrows, misfortune;
father, builder, wise old
man, the boss, grim reaper,
hermit, beggar
Saturn Self Inquiry
•

How is having Saturn in this element true for you? Early in life, there may be
fears, delays, or hardships associated with this element. As you mature, you can
become a master builder using this element. Once you've identified one
resonance, think of another. Now consider Saturn's mode. How does this express
itself? After you've identified one way, think of another.

•

Saturn focuses us. He makes us labor. His biggest weapon is fear. We tend to
have insecurities in Saturn's element and mode. Find a couple that are true for
you. Where do you feel most inadequate? Victories in Saturn's element tend to
feel sweeter and more meaningful because we have to work for them. Eventually
you can become a master in this element and mode. Your insecurities can become
zones of mastery when you're an elder, which is Saturn's time to shine.

•

Consider the house where your Saturn appears. You've likely worked harder in
this house than the others. Things were difficult here or you felt more insecure.
Explain Saturn's impact on this area of life.

•

Does hard-working Saturn connect with any other planets in your chart?
Conjunctions, sextiles, or trines from Saturn can bring benefits as well as
restrictions. For this exercise, focus on the positive. How has Saturn helped the
planet(s) it conjuncts, sextiles or trines?

•

Does Saturn challenge any planets in your chart? Saturn can restrict the
happiness and confidence of any personal planets it opposes or squares. Thinking
back to your childhood, find a significant trait or event that fits each hard aspect
from Saturn.
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